Born to Run: Athletes of the Iditarod

Itâ€™s a familiar image: a line of dogs surging through snow along the Iditarod trail. It can be
easy to forget that each team is made up of individual dogs, each one bred and trained to
perform at the pinnacle of canine ability.Albert Lewis, a professional photographer and dog
lover, was skeptical of the race when he first moved to Alaska, but after seeing the dogsâ€™
excitement at the Iditarod starting line and experiencing the mushersâ€™ deep connection
with these athletes, his perception of the race was forever changed. Determined to show the
world the heart and soul of these animal athletes that run thousands of miles, he took his
camera and set out to revolutionize our image of sled dogs.In Born to Run, Lewis stops the
dogs long enough to spotlight them as individuals, letting their personalities shine through.
Lewis draws on his experience as a fashion photographer, capturing unique moments of
stunning beauty and stoic grace, emphasizing their athleticism even as theyre standing still.
Additional photos show the dogs interacting with their mushers during care and training. The
full-page photos are finely detailed, and readers will find themselves nearly reaching out to
stroke the dogs on the pages. Accompanied by just enough text to provide each dogâ€™s
name, age, and trail miles, the photos are left to speak for themselves.The hundreds of
thousands of Iditarod fans across the globe have made the race a historic event, and race fans
and dog lovers alike will be drawn to this book.
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A new book by a former Californian fashion photographer looks to put the lens on some of
mushing's hardest-working athletes: Iditarod dogs. Born to Run has 9 ratings and 4 reviews.
Dolly said: This is a gorgeous coffee table book filled with big glossy photographs of the
athletes of the Idita. Sled Dog Central: Born to Run: Athletes of the Iditarod by Albert Lewis.
Born to Run. Images from Born to Run: Athletes of the Iditarod, Photography by Albert
Lewis. More about the book The University of Chicago Press homepage. It's a familiar
image: a line of dogs surging through snow along the Iditarod trail. In Born to Run, Lewis
stops the dogs long enough to spotlight them as.
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who like. I know some websites are post a book also, but in betterinteractive.com, visitor will
be get a full copy of Born to Run: Athletes of the Iditarod file. Click download or read online,
and Born to Run: Athletes of the Iditarod can you read on your laptop.
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